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CVI High Contrast Instructional Easel
Template

TVI Resource

This Easel Template is great for
making tactile calendars,
first/then boxes, story sequence
boxes, and using for instructional
purposes such as vocabulary.
Made with 8.5 x 11 cardstock, you
can put these together quickly
and on the go. Print the template
and cut the cardstock.







Fold each corner to the edge
to make an X. Cut the
bottom right to the center.

This becomes the ledge. There is no
need to fold the gray line.



1. Fold the top right corner to
the bottom left. 

2. Fold the top left corner to
the bottom right. 

This will leave you two creases
in the form of an “X” in the
middle of your cardstock. 

3. Cut the crease from the
bottom right to the center.

Make sure the creases are well
pressed. Roll the cut edge into
the center of the  easel and
you will have a ledge. Tape or
glue it to keep it secure.



This Easel Template is great for making tactile calendars,
first/then boxes and using it for instructional purposes.

Print the template and cut out the cardstock. Once you
get used to the pattern, you can easily do it without the
template. The height of the easel is approximately 8.5
inches. Heavier paper or cardstock is needed to keep the
easel standing.

Photo Description - The primary image contains a
photograph of the author, a graphic representation of
the words, "Vision Teacher," the name, "TVI Resource,"
the text "CVI High Contrast Instructional Easel Template.”
There are two images. The first has three black easels
with three items in them (yellow duck, orange juice and
purple button). The second image is a photo of the purple
button inside the black easel. Instructionally, this was
calendar items (bath time, meal time and getting
dressed). 

Graphic Credit: paper fold @vesvostd
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